When you walk in wet sand, snow or mud, you leave behind a footprint. Animals do, too! We call those prints "tracks" and you can look for them on the ground the next time you're exploring!

You can also make your own tracks to compare with friends, your pet, or one of the NATURE CAT gang! Using crayons or markers, make YOUR nature tracks to create an artistic masterpiece!

**What to Do:**

1. **Trace your hand:** Hold your hand very still and ask a friend or an adult to trace your hand with a crayon or marker.

2. **Switch places:** Now help your friend trace his or her hand.

3. **Trace your foot:** Stand on your paper and ask your friend to trace your foot.

4. **Color your tracks:** Use crayons or markers to color in your tracks however you like!

5. **Make tracks:** Trace more handprints and footprints. Cut out each one and paste it to the poster board to make a collage.

**What You Need:**

- Crayons or markers
- Colored paper pieces
- Poster board (if you want to make a collage of tracks)
- Safety scissors
- Tape or glue
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